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General Hospital, which celebrated its 55th anniversary on April 1, , continues its tradition of passion, intrigue and
adventure that takes place in the fictional town of Port Charles in.

Early examples[ edit ] View of the Askleipion of Kos , the best preserved instance of an Asklepieion. The
earliest documented institutions aiming to provide cures were ancient Egyptian temples. In ancient Greece ,
temples dedicated to the healer-god Asclepius , known as Asclepieia functioned as centres of medical advice,
prognosis, and healing. Fa Xian , a Chinese Buddhist monk who travelled across India ca. The heads of the
Vaisya [merchant] families in them [all the kingdoms of north India] establish in the cities houses for
dispensing charity and medicine. All the poor and destitute in the country, orphans, widowers, and childless
men, maimed people and cripples, and all who are diseased, go to those houses, and are provided with every
kind of help, and doctors examine their diseases. They get the food and medicines which their cases require,
and are made to feel at ease; and when they are better, they go away of themselves. This text, which describes
the building of a hospital is dated by Dominik Wujastyk of the University College London from the period
between B. This is the earliest documentary evidence we have of institutions specifically dedicated to the care
of the sick anywhere in the world. While their existence is considered proven, there is some doubt as to
whether they were as widespread as was once thought, as many were identified only according to the layout of
building remains, and not by means of surviving records or finds of medical tools. Byzantine medicine and
Ancient Iranian medicine A physician taking the pulse of a patient. The declaration of Christianity as an
accepted religion in the Roman Empire drove an expansion of the provision of care. Following the First
Council of Nicaea in A. Among the earliest were those built by the physician Saint Sampson in Constantinople
and by Basil, bishop of Caesarea in modern-day Turkey. Called the "Basilias", the latter resembled a city and
included housing for doctors and nurses and separate buildings for various classes of patients. Thus in-patient
medical care in the sense of what we today consider a hospital, was an invention driven by Christian mercy
and Byzantine innovation. By the twelfth century, Constantinople had two well-organised hospitals, staffed by
doctors who were both male and female. Facilities included systematic treatment procedures and specialised
wards for various diseases. A large percentage of the population were Syriacs , most of whom were Christians.
Under the rule of Khusraw I , refuge was granted to Greek Nestorian Christian philosophers including the
scholars of the Persian School of Edessa Urfa also called the Academy of Athens , a Christian theological and
medical university. These scholars made their way to Gundeshapur in A. They were engaged in medical
sciences and initiated the first translation projects of medical texts. During this period, hospitals were mainly
confined to the domestic household or existed as small, military hospitals with the function of caring to the
sick, travellers, and of the long-term infirm. Church-sponsored hospitals began to appear already after A. Over
the next seven centuries, the hospitals gradually passed from Church to monastic control. Soon many Christian
monasteries became centers of accumulation of the medical knowledge and practical experience in Europe.
Benedict of Nursia A. Benedict , today the patron saint of Europe, established the first monastery in Europe
Monte Cassino on a hilltop between Rome and Naples , that became a model for the Western monasticism and
one of the major cultural centers of Europe throughout the Middle Ages, where he wrote the "Rule",
containing directions for monks and Christians. The Rule of Saint Benedict is one of the most important
written works in the shaping of Western civilian society because it included a written constitution, authority
limited by law, and a degree of democracy. Besides, it mandated the moral obligations to care for the sick. In
Monte Cassino St. Benedict founded a hospital that is considered today to have been the first hospital in
Europe of the new era. The monastic routine called for hard work. The care of the sick was such an important
duty that those caring for them were enjoined to act as if they served Christ directly. Since that time the
Benedictines were very involved in healing and caring for the sick and dying, so in many cases early Medieval
medicine was closely connected with Christianity and the Benedictines in particular. This is why very often
the early Middle Ages are called "the Benedictine centuries". Medieval Islamic world[ edit ] Main articles:
Medicine in medieval Islam , Bimaristan , and Dar al-Shifa Entrance to the Qawaloon complex which housed
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the notable Qawaloon hospital. The earliest general hospital was built in in Baghdad by Harun Al-Rashid. In
Islam , there was a moral imperative to treat the ill regardless of financial status. Islamic hospitals tended to be
large, urban structures, and were largely secular institutions, many open to all, whether male or female,
civilian or military, child or adult, rich or poor, Muslim or non-Muslim. The Islamic hospital served several
purposes, as a center of medical treatment, a home for patients recovering from illness or accidents, an insane
asylum, and a retirement home with basic maintenance needs for the aged and infirm. Every department had
an officer-in-charge, a presiding officer and a supervising specialist. The hospitals also had lecture theaters
and libraries. Hospitals staff included sanitary inspectors, who regulated cleanliness, and accountants and
other administrative staff. Cities also had first aid centers staffed by physicians for emergencies that were
often located in busy public places, such as big gatherings for Friday prayers to take care of casualties. The
region also had mobile units staffed by doctors and pharmacists who were supposed to meet the need of
remote communities. The test had two steps; the first was to write a treatise, on the subject the candidate
wished to obtain a certificate, of original research or commentary of existing texts, which they were
encouraged to scrutinize for errors. The second step was to answer questions in an interview with the chief
medical officer. Physicians worked fixed hours and medical staff salaries were fixed by law. The hospitals had
male and female quarters while some hospitals only saw men and other hospitals, staffed by women
physicians, only saw women. In Europe, Spanish hospitals are particularly noteworthy examples of Christian
virtue as expressed through care for the sick, and were usually attached to a monastery in a ward-chapel
configuration, most often erected in the shape of a cross. This style reached a high point during the hospital
building campaign of Portuguese St. By the 11th century, some monasteries were training their own
physicians. Ideally, such physicians would uphold the Christianized ideal of the healer who offered mercy and
charity towards all patients and soldiers, whatever their status and prognosis might be. In the 6thâ€”12th
centuries the Benedictines established lots of monk communities of this type. And later, in the 12thâ€”13th
centuries the Benedictines order built a network of independent hospitals, initially to provide general care to
the sick and wounded and then for treatment of syphilis and isolation of patients with communicable disease.
The hospital movement spread through Europe in the subsequent centuries, with a bed hospital being built at
York in and even larger facilities established at Florence, Paris, Milan, Siena, and other medieval big
European cities. In the North during the late Saxon period, monasteries, nunneries, and hospitals functioned
mainly as a site of charity to the poor. After the Norman Conquest of , hospitals are found to be autonomous,
freestanding institutions. They dispensed alms and some medicine, and were generously endowed by the
nobility and gentry who counted on them for spiritual rewards after death. The primary function of medieval
hospitals was to worship to God. Most hospitals contained one chapel, at least one clergyman, and inmates
that were expected to help with prayer. Worship was often a higher priority than care and was a large part of
hospital life until and long after the Reformation. Worship in medieval hospitals served as a way of alleviating
ailments of the sick and insuring their salvation when relief from sickness could not be achieved. Charity
provided by hospitals surfaced in different ways, including long-term maintenance of the infirm, medium-term
care of the sick, short-term hospitality to travellers, and regular distribution of alms to the poor. For example,
some institutions that perceived themselves mainly as a religious house or place of hospitality turned away the
sick or dying in fear that difficult healthcare will distract from worship. Others, however, such as St. James of
Northallerton, St. Giles of Norwich, and St. Leonard of York, contained specific ordinances stating they must
cater to the sick and that "all who entered with ill health should be allowed to stay until they recovered or
died". Originally, hospitals educated chaplains and priestly brothers in literacy and history; however, by the
13th century, some hospitals became involved in the education of impoverished boys and young adults. Soon
after, hospitals began to provide food and shelter for scholars within the hospital in return for helping with
chapel worship. Giles in Norwich, St. Giles, along with St. St Giles, Norwich[ edit ] The ruins of St.
Discrepancies exist among sources regarding the founding of St. Giles of Norwich, or the " Great Hospital " as
it is known today. Some sources maintain that it was founded in The gardens were so productive that surplus
goods were sold on the open market. St Giles of Norwich owned six manors and advowson of eleven
churches. For example, in St Giles, the master and brothers ate in the common hall while sisters ate by
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themselves. St Giles was also wealthy enough to maintain its own kitchen and staff. This allowed poor men to
receive a dish of meat, fish, eggs or cheese in addition to the customary daily ration of bread and drink. To
prevents its degradation, the hospital petitioned for a chapel on the bishops terms. Giles, there was insufficient
land at St. Some of the spices bought include, saffron, cloves, ginger, cinnamon, lavender, pepper and
mustard. According to quarterly expenditure reports, fifty-eight percent of the quarterly budget was spent on
meat, thirty-four percent on fish, three percent on pottage, two percent on dairy, one percent herbs and one
percent on eggs. In addition to its reputation of spending lavishly on food, St. The pigs were fed through
charity or by scavenging and later, when their condition improved, they were then taken by the hospital for use
as food for the poor or sick. In , John Carpenter, the master of St. Anthony London, was able to finance a
grammar school whose teachings were without fees to any student.
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General Hospital In April 1, General Hospital was created. The show was credited for starting the trend of the
'supercouple' for all soaps. The storyline focuses on the trials and tribulations of hospital staff, mobsters and other
residents of the fictional town of Port Charles.

Since the series began in , Port Charles , New York , has been the setting for the show. General Hospital is
founded by Dr. It is a major employer in the city, and one of the largest medical facilities on the East Coast. In
the s, Sonny Corinthos donates an extra wing dedicated to AIDS research, and in the s, Carly Corinthos
donates a pediatric center for head neurology. In , a fire destroys the hospital, which is rebuilt with money
from the Quartermaine family. The Metro Court is a prominent hotel in Port Charles, built by Jasper Jacks on
the site of the Port Charles Hotel after it is destroyed in a fire in , and named in honor of Courtney Matthews
who Jax was pursuing romantically. Carly Corinthos soon becomes his business partner, and later co-owns
with Kate Howard when Jax sells his portion to her. The hotel boasts a skyline restaurant, spa, penthouse
suites, and business offices. The current owners are Carly and Olivia Falconeri. It features boarding rooms
upstairs which become homes to many Port Charles residents and guests over the years. The Haunted Star is a
yacht first owned by Luke Spencer , who receives the vessel as a wedding present in In , the ship is turned
into a casino by Luke and investors Skye Chandler and Tracy Quartermaine. Together they turn the ship into a
nightclub. Coleman Ratcliffe becomes the owner in , and Mac Scorpio takes over in Accolades and
recognition Main article: In , the Creative Arts Emmy Awards were created. After continued mediocrity in the
Nielsen ratings , ABC was prepared to cancel General Hospital, but decided to give it a second chance in when
it expanded the show to a full hour, from an experimental 45 minutes. From to , General Hospital remained
number one in the ratings, competing against two low-rated soaps on NBC -- Texas and Santa Barbara â€”and
Guiding Light on CBS although Guiding Light experienced a renaissance for a brief period in the middle of ,
and became the 1 rated soap, briefly dethroning General Hospital from the top ratings spot. For the most part,
however, General Hospital continued to triumph, even after the departure of popular actors Anthony Geary
and Genie Francis in the mids. Even at its peak in the s, General Hospital had been pre-empted in at least two
markets in the United States. Ever since the season of General Hospital, the show has had a steady decline in
ratings. After months of speculation and cancellation rumors, Deadline Hollywood reported on April 11, , that
ABC quietly made the decision to keep General Hospital on the air and to cancel instead the lower-rated talk
show The Revolution. EST and 5 A.
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General Hospital: The Real Soap Dish was a special episode of ABC news program 20/20 aired on April 6, , in honor of
General Hospital ' s 50th anniversary. It focused on the entire history of the soap, including interviews of stars and clips
from the series.

Travis Harmon, physical therapist Special locations Tania Jones Memorial Daycare Center - In , Bobbie
Spencer and Felicia Scorpio-Jones are given permission to fund a daycare center on the fourth floor, in honor
of hit and run victim Tania Jones who came up with the idea shortly before her death. History rises February ,
Dr. Steve Hardy was forced to place General Hospital under quarantine due to an outbreak of a rare and
mysterious disease known as Lassa Fever. Audrey Hardy , Gail Baldwin , Rick Webber , Jeff Webber , Alan
and Monica Quartermaine were among the hospital staff, employees and even visitors who were quarantined
within the walls of the hospital for weeks. After weeks of exhaustive work, Dr. Hardy fell ill with the
potentially-fatal disease. Flushed and weak, he continued to treat the sick patients before passing out. A cure
was formulated using Dr. Monica Quartermaine tries to persuade a distraught Vince Larrick to allow heart
surgery for his critically ill wife, Gertrude, who has a heart ailment. Consequently Gertrude dies and her
fanatic husband takes Monica, Nurse Bobbie Spencer and Bryan Phillips hostage in the hospital cafeteria. In
an attempt to grab the gun Brian is shot and Larrick agrees to have him released for surgery. Robert Scorpio
later becomes a hostage when he tries to reason with Larrick but he too is shot after Luke Spencer botches a
rescue attempt. Both Robert and Luke are eventually able to subdue Vince, when Luke rushes in on an
operating gurney taking Larrick by surprise. May , A DVX hit man holds several hostages in the cafeteria
threatening to unleash the deadly MOX virus which would wipe out the entire town. An antidote was found,
but Bobbie became temporarily paralyzed from the waist down. As Commargo cannot die until he gets it,
Stark blames the private nurse for the canister switch and takes the entire eighth floor hostage. By October ,
General Hospital was in a financial crisis, thanks to Stefan Cassadine , who masterminded its downfall as an
excuse to stay in Port Charles. The stress of the crisis caused Dr. Steve Hardy to have a fatal heart attack and
after a massive lawsuit from the parents of Dr. Ryan Chamberlain , GH was forced to close. This lead the
board at Mercy Hospital to plan a hostile takeover. The Cassadine money was also used to renovate the
hospital in early June , Greg Cooper, a former applicant as an intern who was turned down by the hospital
board takes several interns including Karen Wexler , hostage on the sixth floor. When Nurse Audrey Hardy
attempts to help the hostages she is severely injured when Greg knocks her unconscious with his gun.
February , When Luke Spencer returned from the Markham Islands carrying a deadly mutant strain of
encephalitis, the virus quickly spreads through out Port Charles forcing the hospital to be quarantined. Several
fatalities occur which include Dr. October , Two rival street gangs bring their turf war into the hospital
resulting in a deadly shootout in the Emergency Room. Leo Julian is injured and student nurse Jolene Crowell
is left in a coma. Russell Ford who implements a new policy of sending patients without good insurance to the
county hospital. Joe instead returns with a bomb strapped to him and takes the Emergency Room hostage,
threatening to detonate unless his wife is given medical attention. The bomb turned out to be fake. October ,
When a member of a white supremacy clan is found dead after being thrown out of GH by Dr. Patrick Drake ,
the clan retaliates by planting two bombs in the hospital parking lot. One explosion leaves Dr. Saira Batra and
several patients injured, while Dr. Drake manages to disable the second bomb with help from Jagger Cates. In
January , A terrorist named Earl Bragg steals five spheres of bio toxin from a government owned truck,
planning to kill millions. In an attempt to smuggle the spheres to their next destination Bragg swallows them
but instead ends up at General Hospital for emergency surgery. Matt Hunter , accidentally cuts one of the
spheres open, releasing the toxin into the hospital air vents. As a result GH is quarantined. Among the
poisoned people were Dr. Hunter, Elizabeth Webber and Monica Quartermaine. Claudia Zacchara , Kate
Howard and Tracy Quartermaine were also infected while attending a fundraiser in the board room. The
incident caused the deaths of Dr. Andy Archer and Nurse Leyla Mir. Just a few hours later, an oxygen leak
that occurred in the surgical suite lead to an explosion which set the hospital on fire. While GH is being
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evacuated Trevor Lansing attempts to escape with the remaining poison, however he is killed when he falls off
the roof of the hospital during a struggle with Jason Morgan. General Hospital is later remodeled, using
money donated from the Quartermaine and Cassadine families and reopens after a three month vacancy.
During this, a poisoned Edward Quartermaine suffers a massive heart attack, causing him to lose control of his
car crashing it into the crowd and killing Andrea Floyd ; who ironically was responsible for poisoning Edward
herself. July , Franco kidnaps newborn Aiden Cassadine , the child of Elizabeth Webber and Lucky Spencer
although at the time, it was believed he was the son of Nikolas Cassadine from the hospital nursery, causing
the hospital to go into lock down. In an attempt to protect Maxie, Spinelli gets shot and Lisa ends up in a coma
after she injects herself with a syringe filled with drain cleaner. February , a chemical lab explosion on the
tenth floor seemingly kills Dr. Robin Scorpio-Drake , although she is later revealed to be alive and being held
captive. It is subsequently revealed that the explosion was orchestrated by Dr. From May to September , a
serial killer terrorized the hospital. The killer was eventually revealed to be Paul Hornsby who believed he was
avenging his daughter, Susan. Susan was a patient at GH years earlier, following a sexual assault. However the
attending physician Dr. Monica Quartermaine was forced to inform Susan that without a proper rape kit the
hospital could not help with a police investigation. The incident left Susan traumatized and Paul vowed
revenge on General Hospital. Once the victims arrived at the hospital, he hoped to make GH appear
incompetent by killing patients with a drug called Derisifol. The mysterious deaths at GH forced the hospital
to close for almost two months. In March , Comr. Jordan Ashford ordered General Hospital into lock down
when Olivia Jerome committed multiple kidnappings. Anna Devane later found Olivia and Dr. Munro in the
Cassadines.
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The latest soap opera news, spoilers, recaps, interviews, and more for The Young and The Restless, Days of Our Lives,
General Hospital, The Bold and the Beautiful, and your favorite past soaps.
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General Hospital. 1,, likes Â· 33, talking about this. Murder, mob wars, and mansions - all in a day's work for the
residents of Port Charles.
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General Hospital TV14 â€¢ Drama â€¢ TV Series â€¢ The wealthy Quartermaine family continues to be a looming
presence in the town of Port Charles, with interests in much of the city's business.
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General Hospital. SoapHub brings you a daily dose of General Hospital Spoilers (GH), recaps, polls, games, news,
rumors and videos about your favorite soap. You'll also find information on cast and crew biographies so stop by the
website and happy reading!
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Meet the cast and hosts of General Hospital, read their bios, top moments, and view their photos, videos and more at
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